VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
TO PARTICIPATE IN

“NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMUNITY SPEED WATCH”
IN

(TOWN/AREA) ……………………………………………………….

Last amended JUN. 2017

1. BACKGROUND - WHAT IS THE VOLUNTEER “NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMUNITY SPEED WATCH”
SCHEME?
Community Speed Watch is an educational tool developed across the Durham Constabulary area which
offers an excellent opportunity for further engagement and involvement of the local community in
neighbourhood policing. It involves activities undertaken by Trained Neighbourhood Community Speed
Watch Volunteers to monitor speed and educate drivers who contravene the speed limit into modifying their
behaviour. It also gives the opportunity, in some cases, to educate those who raise concerns that their
perception of speed is not always a reality.
Community Speed Watch can take place on roads subject of a 20, 30 or 40 mph speed limit, during daylight
hours and at times of good visibility. It is also supported by an “Escalation” process whereby if a significant
speed problem is found in a particular area then a more detailed problem analysis, directed enforcement
action and longer term resolutions can be considered.
2. AIMS
The aims of Volunteer “Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch” are:
 to raise awareness that exceeding the speed limit in communities is not tolerated;
 to provide a visual deterrent to those travelling too fast;
 to educate on the perception of speed;
 to provide reassurance in communities that the issue of speed is actively being tackled;
 to contribute to the prevention of accidents;
 to build on efforts to date to create safer communities by way of the police, highway authorities and
the community working together.
3. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of Volunteer “Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch” are:
 to provide the opportunity for the Community to take back some ownership in addressing the issue
of speed which matters to communities and which has traditionally been left solely to the Police and
Highway Authorities to tackle;
 to give the Community the necessary tools to have an influence on speed reduction;
 to enable regular Community Speed Watch activities to take place;
 to enable established Community/ Police partnerships to be developed and for new ones to be
created.
4. OBLIGATIONS/ CONDITIONS OF OPERATION
To meet the aims and objectives of Volunteer “Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch” and for it to be
delivered locally, Durham Constabulary and each volunteer for a “Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch”
Group agrees to support, deliver and adhere to the following:
Durham Constabulary agrees:






To ensure that each prospective volunteer is appropriately vetted in accordance with Schedule 5.
To provide suitable equipment to each Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch Group to allow
Community Speed Watch to be delivered locally by Volunteers (Schedule 1)
To use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that any equipment provided under this Agreement
remains fit for purpose.
To facilitate the appropriate training of each Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch volunteer
prior to the volunteer’s involvement in any Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch Group
deployment.
To risk assess each deployment location prior to any activities relating to this Agreement taking
place.
To provide IT support in relation to follow up actions.



To provide advice and guidance to the Group so that the community can operate “Neighbourhood
Community Speed Watch” independently.

Each Volunteer within the “Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch” Group agrees:











That they will be subject to appropriate vetting by Durham Constabulary in respect of their role as a
Volunteer under this Agreement, and that their role as a Volunteer is subject to their vetting being
approved. (Schedule 5)
To assist in the Group to which they belong deploying Community Speed Watch a minimum of twice
a month.
That Durham Constabulary will retain ownership at all times of any property provided to the
Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch Group under this Agreement, and that Durham
Constabulary may request the equipment’s return at any time.
To look after Durham Constabulary’s equipment while in their possession and report any defective
equipment to Durham Constabulary immediately.
To fully adhere to the conditions outlined in the Community Speed Watch Health & Safety Policy as
per Schedule 2 to this Agreement.
To ensure that all actions taken by them at the roadside do not put the Volunteers themselves or
others at risk of injury.
To ensure that a Community Speed Watch recording form (Traffic 203) is completed by one
volunteer in their group for each activity as per Schedule 3 to this Agreement, and that the
completed form is submitted to their local Neighbourhood Policing Team within one week of the
deployment taking place.
“Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch Group” Volunteers will operate on behalf of their
respective community and are not employees of Durham Constabulary. Therefore no volunteer will
be paid by Durham Constabulary or be able to claim expenses from Durham Constabulary, including
for travelling, unless authorised in advance by the Durham Constabulary Neighbourhood
Superintendent.
That they will not make any claims against Durham Constabulary and /or the Office of the Durham
Police and Crime Commissioner for any loss, injury or damage arising in connection with this
Agreement except where any such loss, injury or damage arises out of the negligence of Durham
Constabulary and / or the Office of the Durham Police and Crime Commissioner or any of its officers
or staff.

5. LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT
It is agreed that the equipment on loan from Durham Constabulary to the ……………………………………………….
(town/ area) Volunteer “Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch” Group, when not in use, will be kept:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………

6. RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR EQUIPMENT
It is agreed that the following Person(s) will be responsible for looking after the equipment on behalf of the
………………………………………………..… (town / area) Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch Group under the
terms of this Agreement:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

7. DEPLOYMENT LOCATIONS
Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch activities under this Agreement will only take place at the
following locations:
(E.G. Outside No 999 First Avenue, Any town)

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………
8. DURATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement will commence on the date that it has been signed by the Volunteer and will remain in force
until such time as the Agreement is terminated by either party in accordance with clause 9.

9. TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
Either party may terminate this Agreement at any time on providing written notice to the other party.

10. EFFECT OF TERMINATION
Upon termination the Volunteer will return all of the equipment in their possession belonging to Durham
Constabulary.
Signed on behalf of Durham Constabulary
Signature …………………………………………………………………………………………… Date……………………………………………..
Print Name & Collar No …………………………………………………………………………………………………
Signed by “Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch” Group Volunteer
Signature……………………………………………………………………………………………… Date……………………………………………..
Print Name …………………………………………………………………………………………………

Date of Training Delivered: ……………………………………………………………………………………
Training Delivered by:

……………………………………………...................................................... (Print Name & Collar No)

………………………………………………………………………………………. (Signature)
(copy of this completed agreement to be scanned and e-mailed to Ruth.thompson@durham.pnn.police.uk)

Schedule 1
Equipment Provided to each
Neighbourhood Community Speed Watch Group


Speed Indication Device (1)



Community Speed Watch Warning Signs (2)



High Visibility Tabards (3)



Clipboard (1)



Body Cam (1)



Recording Sheets ( Traffic 203)



Letters to be handed out if challenged at the road side

Schedule 2
Community Speed Watch Health and Safety Policy
The purpose of this document is to ensure, as far as practicable, the health and safety of all persons engaged
in Community Speed Watch (CSW) and to assist in presenting a professional image to the passing motorist
and other members of the community.
All locations for CSW deployments will be individually risk assessed by a member of the local Neighbourhood
Policing Team (NPT) in order that all deployments are carried out in a safe and expeditious manner. The risk
assessment will include photographic evidence of the location under assessment.
The KEY person from the NPT will themselves have received training in carrying out risk assessments in order
that the process is carried out in a consistent manner throughout the Durham Constabulary CSW Scheme.
The safety of all road users is of paramount importance in any initiative and the following “Health and Safety
Rules” must be adhered to at all times by NPT Members and Trained CSW Volunteers.


















All operatives whether Police Officers, PCSOs or Trained CSW Volunteers must only attend agreed
and approved locations which have been risk assessed for the purpose of CSW, which may involve a
specific direction of travel;
Operatives will never work alone – a minimum of two operatives will operate the activity;
No operatives to be under the age of 18yrs unless accompanied by a responsible adult:
Operatives must at all times wear high visibility jackets provided;
Trained CSW Volunteers must always have a means of communication with them to allow contact with
the Police direct in the event of an emergency situation e.g. a fully charged mobile phone.
Trained CSW Volunteers must always contact Durham Constabularies Communications Department
(101) prior to any deployment on site to ensure the Police are aware of the activity taking place should
any reports of concern be made.
Operatives must park any vehicle they use in an appropriate manner which does not cause an
obstruction or danger to other road users and in accordance with any formal traffic restrictions in
place.
Operatives must never step into the road for any reason, to use the equipment or stop or attempt to
stop any motor vehicle. This instruction does not remove the discretion of a uniformed Police Officer
to carry out their duties;
Operatives must never obstruct the footpath either personally or with any signage or other material
being used for CSW purposes and should keep at least 3 feet away from the edge of the carriageway;
Only approved CSW signage should be used on the public highway;
Complainant operatives must be accompanied at all times by a member of the NPT or a Trained CSW
Volunteer;
Operatives will always aim to avoid confrontational situations. Trained Volunteers should however be
in a position to hand out explanatory information should the need arise (See Schedule 4) and record
incidents via Body Cam.
CSW deployments should only be carried out during the hours of daylight and in any case between
the hours of 0800 and 2000. They should never be carried out during the hours of darkness or during
adverse weather conditions or in any other circumstances of reduced visibility;
CSW is designed to be a high profile speed reduction exercise. Operatives should never therefore
conceal their presence as this would defeat the object of the exercise and could bring the scheme into
disrepute – there should be at least 60 metres clear view of the activity;
Any loss or damage to equipment must be reported immediately to the local NPT who will
subsequently report it to the SOU Casualty Reduction Co-Ordinator. If the damage may compromise
the health and safety of the operatives / location then the deployment must be terminated immediately.
The necessary documentation (report outlining the circumstances as to the damage caused and the
risk arising) must be completed by NPT and sent to the Casualty Reduction Co-Ordinator.
Operatives will be covered by Durham Constabulary PLI if volunteers act in accordance with their
training, the above Health & Safety Policy guidance, at agreed locations and with the use of the
equipment provided but does not extend to use of volunteers private motor vehicles. It is the
responsibility of volunteers to ensure that they have motor insurance in place to cover the activity.

This policy must be reviewed in the first instance within 12 months of the date of issue and at least every 5
years thereafter and more frequently should the need arise due to legislation or any circumstances which
compromise the integrity of the document.

Schedule 3
Example of Daily Log (TRAFFIC 203)
DURHAM CONSTABULARY

COMMUNITY SPEED WATCH RECORDING FORM
Location of Check .......................................................................................................................................
Direction of travel of vehicles:
.....................................................................................................................................

Date of check: .......................................................................................................................................
Time of check: From: ................................ To: ................................
Speed Watch Operator ID Number/Collar Number:

...................................
....................................
....................................

Local Speed Limit: ...................................
TOTAL NUMBER OF VEHICLES PASSED THROUGH CSW:
...................................................................................

VEHICLES TRAVELLING ABOVE SPEED LIMIT
VRM

SPEED

COLOUR

MAKE

MODEL

GENDER
OF
DRIVER

Schedule 4
Letter to be handed out if Volunteers are Challenged at Roadside

To Whom it may Concern,
The local community has identified this location as an area where speeding vehicles causes concern and have
asked the police to work with them to address the problem.
Durham Constabulary is committed to reducing the number of casualties and road collisions each year and
we are working with the local community and other statutory organisations to achieve this aim.
Reducing speed directly contributes to saving lives and will improve the quality of life of people within the
area. The local community asks that drivers whom pass through their area comply with the speed limit.
Speeding is not about fines and endorsements upon a licence, it is the single most common aggravating
factor in 1200 road deaths each year. Offenders who cause the death of another through excessive speed
could if convicted by a court face a term of imprisonment.
Community Speed Watch is an educational tool designed to make drivers aware of the speed they are
travelling and to make them think and encourage them to slow and take note of the speed limit.
Trained CSW Volunteers are assisting the Police in implementing the Community Speed Watch
Program and are carrying out the activity with the full support of Durham Constabulary.
Should you have any concerns in this matter then please contact us direct on our 101 non-emergency
number.

SCHEDULE 5

Traffic 212

DURHAM CONSTABULARY
POLICE SUPPORT VOLUNTEER
LEVEL “O” VETTING APPLICATION FORM FOR COMMUNITY SPEED WATCH
This form is to be used for Volunteers who will be delivering CSW at the side of the road only.
(For those Volunteers to be permitted access to Force IT Systems for managing CSW and logging activities a Level 2
Vetting application (MIsc 194) MUST be completed)

TO BE COMPLETED BY VOLUNTEER
FULL NAME: …………………………………………………………………………..… Date of Birth ………………………………..
ADDRESS:

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………… POSTCODE:…………..……………………………

TELEPHONE: …………………………………………………….... MOBILE: …………………………………………………………….
E-MAIL:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Main Location(s) of Volunteering:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………
I hereby consent to being registered by Durham Constabulary as a Police Support Volunteer (Community
Speed Watch)
Signed:

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……..

Witnessed: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……. (Print Name)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. (Rank & No)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. (Signature)

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
CHECK LIST (Has the following been completed)
PNC CHECK

Checked by ………………………………………………………………. (Name, Rank & No)

RED SIGMA NOMINAL

Checked by ………………………………………………………………. (Name, Rank & No)

INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITTED TO NEIGHBOURHOOD INSPECTOR FOR APPROVAL.
VOLUNTEER APPROVED FOR INVOLVEMENT IN CSW ACTIVITIES
YES

NO

AUTHORISED BY INSPECTOR ………………………………………………………………………….. (Print Name & Collar No)

………………………………………………………………………….. (Signature)

Please scan and e-mail a copy of this form to:

dc.partnerships@durham.pnn.police.uk
Ruth.thompson@durham.pnn.police.uk

